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Abstract— Machine learning is a triumph technique in 

computer science and is extensively used in many important 

fields to support intelligent decision-making, image 

processing, pattern recognition, natural language processing, 

etc. The effectiveness of machine learning in security-sensitive 

applications hinges on a careful examination of their 

resistance to hostile input. Adversarial machine learning is 

the study of the attacks on learning algorithms, and the 

defenses against such attacks. One realistic, well-intentioned 

attack scenario is an adversary meticulously changing attack 

samples to attempt to elude a deployed system during testing. 

This paper provides an overview of this developing field, a 

discussion of adversary modelling approaches, as well as a 

look into poisoning attempts on the data and their analysis. 

We explore the threat models for Machine Learning systems 

and, vulnerabilities in machine learning algorithms and will 

also see the attack on various machine learning paradigms. 

Despite the fact that machine learning algorithms have been 

successfully applied in many settings, the algorithms and 

associated training data are vulnerable to a number of 

security concerns, leading to a considerable performance hit. 

So, it is more important to put our attention on security risks 

and respective defensive techniques of machine algorithms for 

our future and ever-changing technology. The report ends by 

referencing some of the major current research themes that 

open doors for future research. 

 

Keywords—Adversarial machine learning, Security threat, 

Poisoning attack, Label poisoning, Performance evaluation 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In the present scenario machine learning (ML) is one of the 

most desired research fields because of its application and 

its effectiveness which has been validated in various fields 

like pattern recognition, image processing, clustering, 

network intrusion detection, autonomous driving, etc. 

These applications are different from traditional machine 

learning settings in which the underlying data distribution 

is believed to be stationary since they are inherently 

hostile. The advancement of big data has worked a like 

catalyst along with complex mathematical calculations and 

its implementation in machine learning has enabled 

corresponding algorithms to disclose more precise patterns 

and make more accurate predictions and decisions than 

ever before. As we know it’s a well-known fact that 

everything comes with its own diddle and ever-increasing 

dependence on machine learning by humans has made it 

prone to attacks in various ways. AML helps in many 

important ways and one we can mention is that we can plan 

for the course of actions to model and counter adversarial 

behaviour. 

This paper is about the developing area of adversarial 

machine learning (AML) where we would see the design 

and development of machine learning, discusses various 

ML attacking technique, detailed discussion on poison 

attack, and going to see how poisoning data affects the 

accuracy of a machine learning model with label flipping 

technique. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Authors in [6] propose the idea that a particular idea of 

separability in the RKHS caused by the infinite-width 

network is important. It is also demonstrated that training 

(finite-width) networks with stochastic gradient descent are 

robust against data poisoning attempts. In another study [7] 

the authors suggest a method for creating linear classifiers 

that are indisputably resistant to a powerful label-flipping 

version in which each test example is individually targeted. 

In other words, the classifier makes a prediction for each 

test point and certifies that it would have made the same 

forecast even if certain training labels had been modified 

arbitrarily. In order to guarantee a high probability test-

time robustness to adversarial manipulation of the input to 

a classifier, our method makes use of randomized 

smoothing. In another study[1] authors offer a weighted 

SVM that protects against poisoning attacks (label-flip) 

using K-LIDxas a differentiating characteristic that 

completely disregards the impact of suspect data samples 

on the SVM decision boundary. According to how likely it 

is that a sample's K-LID value will come from the 

protected K-LID distribution as opposed to the attacked K-

LID distribution, each sample is given a weight. Using 

standard performance data sets as test subjects, 

experiments reveal that the suggested defence significantly 

lowers classification error rates (to an average of 10%). In 

another study [2] authors develop a better defensive plan 

that places a strong emphasis on using KPCA and K-mean 

clustering. The outcomes of our defence technique against 

data-poisoning attacks in a federated-learning system are 

demonstrated in this work to be improved when coupled 

with enhanced dimensionality-reduction algorithms. In 

another study[3], The authors demonstrate the bagging 

system's intrinsic validated resilience against data 

poisoning threats. Also, demonstrate that bagging with an 

xarbitrary basexlearning algorithmxprovably predicts the 

same label for a testing case when the quantity of altered, 

subtracted, or added training examples is constrained 

byxthresholdxand illustrates the tightness of our calculated 
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threshold in the absence of any basic learning algorithm 

assumptions. 

 

III. OVERVIEW OF SECURITY THREATS IN ML 

 

A) DEFENSELESSNESS IN MACHINE LEARNING 

ALGORITHM: 

 

Machine learning models are generated from data that 

contain vulnerabilities. The incorrect presumptions used in 

the ML model's construction and training represent a 

significant source of vulnerability. For machine learning 

(ML) models to be accurate and trustworthy, privacy 

protection is an implicit presumption made by data 

scientists. However, this presumption is incorrect and leads 

to significant privacy violations. As a result of the 

adversary's ability to produce adversarial cases and further 

impair the model's performance, this assumption raises the 

overall misclassification Data collection can occur 

occasionally in hostile settings and without oversight, such 

as when information is gathered from servers serving as 

honeypots. Since the adversary has direct access to the 

training data, it is possible for attackers to meticulously 

create hostile samples to be collected as data, which may 

worsen the model. An adversary could attempt to obtain 

the correlation between various data points and features in 

order to get the information from various data distributions, 

which would impair the performance of the model. The 

fact that MLxmodels perform well on training and test 

data, which are frequently derived from the same 

underlying distribution, is one of their main weaknesses. 

The model will respond differently if the input data come 

from a different distribution. 

 

Real-life examples of malfunctioning of the ML model: - 

 

Self-driving cars: What could possibly go wrong? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig 1: Adversarial example 

 

A teamxof eight researchersxhasxdiscovered that by 

altering streetxsigns, anxadversary could confuse self-

driving carsxand cause their machinexlearning systems 

toxmisclassify signs and take wrong decisions, potentially 

putting the lives of passengers in danger. Attackers 

usecthis fundamentalcflaw to create adversarial 

examplesxthat incorrectly train the modelxand worsen its 

performance. 

 

 

 

B) ADVERSARIAL MODEL 

 

The four parameters of objective, knowledge, capacity and 

attacking technique should be included in a well-defined 

adversarial model. 

 

1) ATTACKER'S OBJECTIVE: 

 

The three views listed below can be used to classify an 

attacker's hostile objectives: 

 

• Security Violation: 

 

With the traditional CIA model (confidentiality, 

integrity, availability), an attacker may seek to 

compromise the functionality of an ML system 

(integrity and availability), or to extract 

confidential or private information about the ML 

system. 

 

• Attack Specificity: 

Attacks can be launched randomly against any 

ML system or targeted against a particular ML 

architecture or methodology. 

 

• Error Specificity: 

An attacker may attempt to trick the system into 

incorrectly classifying an input sample into a 

particular class (error-specific attacks) or into any 

class other than the correct class in the context of 

ML classifier systems (error-generic attacks). 

 

2) ATTACKER’S KNOWLEDGE 

 

• Perfect Knowledge: 

Attacks with perfect knowledge, also known as 

white-box attacks, occur when a target ML system 

is attacked. This includes the training dataset, ML 

architecture, learning algorithms, trained model 

parameters, etc. The worst-case scenario for an 

attack can be seen in this environment. 

 

• Limited Knowledge: 

Attacks with limited knowledge , also known as 

Gray-box attacks,, are ones in which the attacker 

only possesses a subset of the information about 

the targeted ML system. In most cases, the 

attacker is expected tobe aware of the feature set, 

the model architecture, and the learning methods 

but not the training data and trained model 

parameters. 

 

• zero knowledge: 

Attacks with zero knowledge , also known as 

black-box attacks, presuppose that the attacker is 

unaware of all "precise" details pertaining to the 

targeted ML system. 
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3) ATTACKER'S CAPACITY 

 

It refers to the degree to which an attacker can access and 

alter training data or input samples, or view the matching 

output of a trained model. The degree of the attacker's 

access and data manipulation comprises reading, injecting, 

changing, or logically corrupting training data or input 

samples, in the order of the attacker's capabilities from 

poor to severe. 

 

4) ATTACKING TECHNIQUES 

 

• FGSM (The Fast Gradient Sign Method) 

algorithm: 

An effective adversarial sample generation 

technique called FGSM produces samples by 

adding noise to the source image in the gradient 

directions. 

 

• C&W algorithm: 

Developed by Carlini and Wagner, the C&W 

attack is a potent adversarial sample generation 

approach that performs better in terms of 

computation speed. On both distilled and 

undistilled DNN models, it has reportedly 

produced outstanding results. 

 

• DeepFool algorithm: 

Based on an iterative linearization of the 

classifier, the DeepFool algorithm calculates the 

distance between the adversarial samples' original 

input and the decision boundary. The DeepFool 

algorithm offers a quick and precise method for 

determining how robust a classifier is and for 

properly fine-tuning it to perform better. 

 

• JSMA (Jacobian-based Saliency Map) algorithm: 

To effectively produce adversarial samples based 

on computing forward derivatives, the author 

[9]developed the Jacobian-based Saliency Map 

(JSMA) technique. To determine the input 

features of a sample x that significantly altered the 

outcome classification, JSMA computes the 

Jacobian matrix of x. 

 

C) ATTACKS ON 

DIFFERENTXMACHINEXLEARNINGXCONCEPTS 

 

Here, many assaults on the supervised and unsupervised 

learning paradigms of machine learning are examined. 

 

1) SUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING: 

 

Barreno et al. [5] proposed a taxonomy thatxdistinguishes 

the features of vulnerabilities and attacks along three 

different dimensions to illustrate a general model of 

security for supervised machine learning. Their debate is 

framed in the context of a supervised machine learning 

system that is intendedxto identify and protect against 

possible attackers. These are thexthree dimensions: 

• Influence: Explorativexvs. Causative 

This shows whether the categorization of new data itself is 

compromised (explorative) in real time, or whether the 

classification of training data itself is compromised 

(causative), resulting in the production of a flawed 

prediction or classification model. 

 

• SecurityxViolation: Integrity vsxAvailability 

This determinesxwhether the exploitation focuses on 

compromise through the production of false negatives 

(integrity) or throughxan abundance of falsexpositives 

(availability). 

 

• Specificity: Targeted vs. Indiscriminate 

Whether a specific instance is the focus (targeted) or a 

larger class is relevant in this aspect (indiscriminate). 

 

2) UNSUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING: 

 

Data in unsupervised learning only contains the input 

features and has no labels attached to them. Thesexare 

utilized toxcluster or group data based on similarxinput 

features or to discover a new dataxrepresentation. 

Generative models, autoencoders, and clustering 

algorithms arexthree types of attacks against unsupervised 

MLxmodels. 

 

D) DIFFERENT TYPES OF ATTACKS ON THE 

MACHINE LEARNING MODEL 

 

1)  EVASIONXATTACKS: - 

 

Evasionxattacks evade the ML modelxby passing an 

adversarialxexample so that the modelxmisclassifies. It is a 

test-timexattack that does not requirexaccessingxand 

manipulating thextrainingxdata. 

 

It refers to creating an input that, although appearing 

natural to a human, is misclassified by ML models. A 

typical example is altering a few pixels in a photo before 

uploading, causing the image recognition system to 

misclassify the outcome. In fact, this adversarial scenario 

can deceive people. 

 

• See the example below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig2: Adversarial example generated by adding noise 

 

2) EQUATIONXSOLVINGXATTACK: 

 

The equationxsolvingxattack is applicable to cloud 

providersxwho provide MLxas a servicexvia APIs and 

for models suchxas multixlayer perceptron, binary 
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logisticxregression, and multi-classxlogisticxregression 

where they arexrepresented as equationsxin known and 

unknown variables. The goal is to use the data to find 

the unknown variables, which arexusually the 

parametersxused to train the models. Thesexattacks 

arexexpectedxto reveal informationxabout the model 

and itsxarchitecturexto thexattacker. 

 

3) PATHXFINDINGXATTACK: - 

 

Path-finding attacks arexusedxto traverse binary trees, 

multi-n-ary trees, and regressionxtrees. In these attacks, 

the value ofxeach inputxfeature is varied till 

thexconditionsxat each node are satisfied, while 

thexinput traverses the tree. The tree is traversedxuntil a 

leaf isxreached or an internal nodexwith a split over a 

missingxfeature is found. Thexvalue of the leaf node is 

thexoutput whichxreveals the path followed. 

 

4)BLACKXBOXXATTACKSXUSINGXTRANSFERABIL

ITYXPRO PERTY: - 

 

In black boxxattacks, thexadversary has no access to the 

data and the model. The attackerxcan only accessxthe 

oraclexthat returns output forxthe inputxchosen by the 

attacker. Thexlack of knowledgexof the model can be 

alleviatedxusing the property of 

 

transferabilityxwhichxstates that samplesxcrafted to 

misleadxmodel Axare likely to misleadxmodel. 

 

5) MEMBERXINFERENCEXATTACK: - 

 

In memberxinferencexattacks, the attackerxfinds if a 

queryxpassed to the prediction APIxis part of the 

trainingxset and if so, 

leaksxthextrainingxdataxinformation. 

 

6)  POISONING ATTACKS: - 

 

The model training phase of machine learning is prone 

to attacks. 

 

In order to change the statistical properties of the 

training/test dataset, a type of attack known as a 

"poisoning attack” tries to introduce a small percentage of 

"poisoned" samples. This compromises the ML model and 

causes it to suffer from an increased rate of misclassified 

samples at the prediction stage. 

 

The integrity and availability of an ML system are both 

targeted by a poisoning attack, which is seen as a causative 

attack. 

 

There are various poisoning attack algorithms, some of 

which are discussed below. 

 

• Label-flipping Attack: 

 

By inverting the labels, this form of attack adds 

label noise to the training set. Label-flipping 

Attack is a type of causative attack and, can 

compromise integrity or availability of an ML 

system. The generation of adversarial samples is 

accomplished using a variety of flipping 

algorithms, such as adversarial label flipping 

(ALF)., nearest-prior label flipping (NPLF), 

farthest-priorxlabel flipping (FPLF), and random 

label flipping (RLF). 

 

• Clean label Attack: 

 

Targeted clean-labelxdata poisoning is a sort of 

adversarial tactic on machine learning systems in 

which an adversary inserts a fewxcorrectly 

labeled, little altered samples into the training 

data, causing a model to incorrectly classify a 

particular test sample duringxinference. Neural 

nets are the target of this kind of attack. They 

intend to wrongly label one test instance. For 

instance, they can trick a facexrecognition system 

into believing one person is someone else, or they 

can trick a spam filter into allowing or blocking a 

certain email. 

 

• Gradient Descent Attack: 

 

A causative, availability-compromised assault 

known as a "gradient descent-based poisoning 

attack" introduces hostile samples into the training 

dataset in order to have the greatest possible effect 

on the performance of a machine learning system. 

In order to enhance the learner's objective 

function, the label of a harmless training set is 

first flipped, and then it is moved using the 

gradient descent function. This is a prevalent 

label-flipping attack technique. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

In this thesis we are using model diabetes prediction and 

with the help of poisoning attack (Label flipping) we 

would see how prone our models can be to this attack. 

So, with the change in amount of poisoning we would 

see the gradual increase of error in the prediction model. 

We shall see the fall in the accuracy with the gradual 

change in the database by poisoning the diabetes data 

(Pima Indians Diabetes Database) using different 

classifier. 

 

A) DATASETXUSED: 

 

Pima Indians DiabetescDatabase 

 

The National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and 

KidneyxDiseases is the source of this dataset. Based on 

specific diagnostic metrics in the dataset, the goal of the 

dataset is to diagnostically predict whetherxa patient has 

diabetes. 
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The datasets consist of one targetxvariable, the Outcome, 

and several medical predictor variables. The patient's BMI, 

insulin level, age, number of previous pregnancies, and 

other factors are predictorxvariables. 

Number of ObservationxUnits: 768 

Variable Number: 9 

 

This dataset consists of multiple independent variables and 

one dependent variable (Outcome). Independent variables 

include: 

1.Pregnancies: Numberxof timesxpregnant. 

 

2.Glucose: PlasmaxGlucosexConcentration a 2-hour in an 

OralxGlucosexTolerance Test(mg/dl). 

 

3.Blood pressure: DiastolicxBloodxPressure (mm/Hg). 

4.SkinxThickness: Triceps Skin Fold Thickness (mm) 

5.Insulin: 2-Hour SerumxInsulin (mu U/ml) 

6.BMI: BodyxMass Index (weight in kg/ (heightxin m) ^2) 

 

7.Diabetes Pedigree Function: It providesxinformation 

about diabetes history in relatives and the 

geneticxrelationship of thosexrelatives withxpatients. 

HigherxPedigree Function means a patient is more likely 

toxhavexdiabetes. 

8.Age: Age of an individual (years) 

 

9.Outcome: TargetxVariable (0 or 1) where ‘0’ 

denotes the patientxis not diabetic and ‘1’ denotes 

the patient isxdiabetic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig3: Target variable(outcome) description 

 

 

• As we can see in the above graph total 768 row is 

used for observation. 

• Here in totality 268 out of total is positive and 

others are negative. 

• Other data description is well defined in the above 

graph. 

• Data Description: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig4: Snapshot of dataset description 

 

B) CLASSIFIER USED: 

 

1. Logistic regression 

2. Decision tree 

3. Support vector machine 

4. Random forest 

 

1) LOGISTIC REGRESSION 

 

Regression Machine learning is a classification method that 

falls under the Supervised category (a sort of machine 

learning in which machines are trained using labeled data, 

and based on that learned data, the output is predicted) of 

machine learning algorithms. 

 

The primary function of logistic regression in machine 

learning is to forecast the results of a categorical dependent 

variable from a set of independent variables. In plain 

English, a categorical dependent variable is one whose data 

is coded in the form of either 1 (stands for success/yes) or 0 

(stands for failure/no) and is duality or binary in nature. 

 

Mathematically, the same idea can be described as a 

logistic regression model that forecasts P(Y=1) as a 

function of X. The result is a discrete or direct value that is 

categorical in nature. These could be 0/1, True/False, or 

Yes/No. However, as I previously mentioned, the Logistic 

Regression Algorithm is based on Statistics, therefore 

rather than returning a result of 0 or 1, it returns a 

probabilistic result that falls between 0 and 1. 

 

Although one of the most straightforward machine learning 

algorithms, logistic regression has a wide range of uses in 

classification issues, including spam identification, 

diabetes prediction, and even cancer detection. 

 

Logistic Function (Sigmoid Function): 

 

The projected values are converted to probabilities using a 

mathematical tool called the sigmoid function. 

 

It transforms any real value between 0 and 1 into another 

value. The logistic regression's result must fall within the 

range of 0 and 1, and because it cannot go beyond this 

value, it has the shape of an "S" curve. The sigmoid 
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function or logistic function is another name for the S-form 

curve.We apply the threshold value idea in logistic 

regression, which establishes the likelihood of either 0 or 1. 

Examples include values that incline to 1 over the 

threshold value and to 0 below it.It is also known as the 

Logistic Regression Machine Learning Activation function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig5: Graph of logistic regression classifier 

 

a)LOGISTIC REGRESSION ASSUMPTION: 

 

• There shouldkbe minimalior no multicollinearity 

among the independent variables. 

 

• The dependent variableushould be categorical in 

nature that is have a finitejnumber of 

categoriestor distinct groups. Example: Gender-

Male andjFemale 

 

• The sample size in our datasetyshould be large to 

give the best possible results, that is probabilities 

between 0 and 1 for our LogisticxRegression 

Model. 

 

• Categoricalxdependent variables must be 

meaningful. 

 

• Forxa binaryrclassifier, the target variablesumust 

be binarxalways. 

 

2) DECISIONYTREE: 

 

DecisionyTree is a supervised learningymethod that can be 

applied to classificationyand regression issues; however, it 

is most frequentlyyused to address classification issues. It 

is a treeistructured classifier, where internalinodes standxin 

for the dataset's features, branchesxfor the rules of 

classification, and each leaf node for the result.Two 

nodes—the Decision Node and the Leaf Node—make up a 

decision tree. A choice is made using a Decision node, 

which has several branches, whereas a Leafxnode is the 

result of that decision and does not have any additional 

branches.The features of the given dataset are used to 

execute the tests or make the judgments.The decision tree's 

generalxstructure is shown in the diagram below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig6: Decision tree structure 

 

It is axgraphical depiction for obtainingxall 

feasiblexanswers to axchoice or problemxbased on 

predetermined conditions. 

 

It is knownxas a decision tree because, like a tree, it begins 

with the root node and grows on subsequent branches to 

formxa structure resemblingxa tree. 

 

The CARTxalgorithm, which stands for Classificationxand 

Regression Treexalgorithm, is used to construct a tree. 

 

A decision tree only poses a question and divides the tree 

intoxsubtrees according to the response (Yes/No). 

 

TERMSXUSED IN DECISIONXTREES: 

 

Root node: The decision tree's starting point is known as 

the root node. It is a representation of the whole dataset, 

which is then split into two or more homogeneous sets. 

 

• Leaf Node: Leaf nodes are the last output nodes, 

and the tree cannot be further divided after a leaf 

node is obtained. 

• Splitting: The process of splitting entails dividing 

the decision node/root node into sub-nodes in 

accordance with the specified conditions. 

• Branches or subtrees: created by splitting a tree. 

• Pruning: Pruning is the removal of undesirable 

branches from a tree. 

• Parent/Child node: The parent node in a tree is the 

main node, while the child nodes are the other 

nodes. 

 

DECISIONXTREEXALGORITHM: 

 

Stepx1: According to S, start the tree at the root node, 

which contains the entire dataset. 

 

Stepx2: Utilize the Attribute Selection Measure to identify 

the best attribute in the dataset (ASM). 
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Step 3: Separate the S into subsets that include potential 

values for the best qualities. 

 

Step 4: Create the decisionxtree node that holds the best 

attribute. Step 5: Recursively generate new decisionxtrees 

using the subsets of the dataset produced in step 3. 

Continue doing this until you reach a point when you can 

no longer categorise the nodes and you refer to the last 

node as a leaf node. 

 

a)ATTRIBUTE SELECTION MEASURES: 

 

The biggestxchallenge while designing a decision tree is 

deciding which attribute is ideal for the root node and sub-

nodes. An approach known as attributexselection measure, 

or ASM, has been developed to address such issues. We 

can choose the ideal attribute for the tree's nodes with ease 

using this measurement. There are two widely used ASM 

approaches, namely: 

 

• Information Gain 

• Gini Index 

 

Information Gain: 

 

After segmenting a dataset based on an attribute, 

information gain is the measurement of changes in entropy. 

 

It determinesxhow much knowledge a feature gives us 

about a class. InformationxGain= Entropy(S)- [(Weighted 

Av) *Entropy (each feature) 

 

Entropy  is  a  statistic  used  to  assess  the  impurity  of  a  

particular 

characteristic. It describes the randomness of data.

 Entropy 

 

isxdetermined by: 

Entropy(s)= -P(yes)log2 P(yes)- P(no) log2 P(no) 

Here, 

 

o S= Totalxnumber ofxsamples 

o P(yes)= probability of yes 

o P(no)= probability of no 

 

Gini Index: 

 

The CART (Classification and Regression Tree) technique 

uses the Gini index as a measure of impurity or purity 

while building decisionxtrees. An attribute with a low Gini 

index is preferable to one with a high Gini index. It solely 

generates binary splits, which are generated by the CART 

algorithm using the Gini index. 

 

The formula below can be used to compute the Gini index: 

 

 

 

 

 

where, 

 

‘pi’ = probability of an object being classified to a 

particular class. 

 

3) SUPPORTXVECTORXMACHINE: 

SVM wasxdeveloped at the AT & T Bell laboratories 

byxVapnik and his coxworkers inx1995. One of the 

mostcwidely used methods for SupervisedxLearning, 

Support VectorxMachine (SVM), isxused to solve 

Classificationxand Regressionxissues. In 

machinexlearning, it is generally employed to solve 

classification issues. The SVMxalgorithm'sxobjective is 

toxestablishxthe best line or decisionxboundary that can 

divide n-dimensional space into classes so that we may 

quickly classify freshxdata points in the future. A 

hyperplane is the name of thisxoptimal decisionxboundary. 

Consider the diagram below, wherexa decisionxboundary 

or hyperplanexis used to categorisextwo distinct categories: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig7: SVM classifier 

 

SVM comes in two varieties: 

 

LinearxSVM: LinearxSVM is usedxfor data that canxbe 

divided into twoxclasses using a singlexstraight line. 

Thisxtype of data is called linearly separable data, and the 

classifierxemployed is known as a Linear SVM classifier. 

 

Non-linearxSVM: Non-Linear SVM isxused for non-

linearlyxseparated data. If axdataset cannotxbe classified 

using a 

 

straightxline, it is considered non-linearxdata, and 

thexclassifierxemployed is referred to as a Nonxlinear 

SVM classifier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig8: linear SVM 
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Fig9: Non-linear SVM 

 

SVMxKernels: activation function for neurons, is comparablexto

 this kernelxfunction. 

 

 

The kernelsxare a set of mathematicalxoperationsxused by 

SVM algorithms. A kernel's jobxis to take data as input and 

change it into thexrequiredxform. 

 

 

Different kernel functions are used by various SVM 

algorithms. These functions come in a variety of types, 

including sigmoid, polynomial, radial basis function 

(RBF), linear, and nonlinear. 

 

 

RBF is the kernel function type that is most favoured. as a 

result of its localizationxand finite reaction along the entire 

x-axis. 

 

 

The scalar product between two points in an incredibly 

appropriate feature space is returned by the kernel 

functions. Thus, even in the situationxof very high-

dimensional spaces, by 

 

definingxa notion of similarity, with little 

computationalxexpense. 

 

a)Popular SVM Kernel Functions: 

 

1) Linear Kernel: 

 

It is the most fundamental kind of kernel and is often of a 

one-dimensional kind. When there are many features, it 

turns out to be the best feature. For text classification 

issues, the linear kernel is typically favoured because most 

of these classification issues can be divided linearly. 

 

The speed of linear kernel functions is superior to other 

functions. 

Formula: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Polynomial Kernel: 

It is a more extensive representation of the linear kernel. 

Due to its 

lower accuracy and efficiency compared to other kernel 

functions, it 

is not as popular. 

 

Formula: 

 

3) Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF): 

 

It is a popular and often used kernel function in svm. It is 

frequently selected for non-linear data. When there is no 

prior data knowledge, it aids in proper separation. 

 

SVM Applications: 

 

• Handwriting recognition, 

 

• Intrusion detection, 

 

• Face detection, 

 

• Email classification, 

 

• Gene classification. 

 

4) RANDOM FOREST: 

 

 

The supervised learning method includes the well-known 

machine learning algorithm Random Forest. It can 

bexapplied to MLxClassification and Regressionxissues. 

Its foundationxis the idea ofxensemble learning, which is 

the process of mixing variousxclassifiersxto solve a 

challengingxproblem and enhance the performance of the 

model. 

 

Random Forest is a classifier that, as the name implies, 

"contains a number of decision trees on various subsets of 

the provided dataset and takes the average to enhance the 

predictive accuracy of that dataset." Instead of depending 
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on a single decision tree, the random forest uses forecasts 

from all the trees to anticipate the outcome based on which 

predictions received the most votes. 

 

Higher accuracy is obtained and overfitting is avoided 

because to the larger number of trees in the forest. 

 

 

The Random Forest algorithm's operation is shown in the 

diagram below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) Sigmoid Kernel:     

For neural   networks, it   is   mostlyxfavored. A   two-layer  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig10: Random Forest flow 

 

perceptronxmodel  of  

the 

neuralxnetwork,  

which serves  as  an 
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a)Assumptions for Random Forest: 

 

For the classifier to predict accurate results rather than an 

assumed outcome, there should be some real values in the 

feature variable of the dataset. 

 

There must be extremely little correlation between the 

forecasts from each tree. 

 

b)RandomxForestxalgorithm: 

 

Stepx1: Pick K data pointsxat random from the training set. 

 

Stepx2: Construct the decisionxtrees linked to the 

chosenxdata points (Subsets). 

 

Stepx3: Select N for the size of the decisionxtrees you wish 

toxconstruct. 

 

Repeat stepsx1 and 2 in stepx4. 

 

Stepx5: Assignxnew data points to the category that 

receives most votes by looking upxeach decisionxtree's 

predictions for the newxdata points. 

 

c)LIBRARY USED: 

 

We are implementing the whole experiment with the help 

of python programming language. 

 

Given below are the pre-written libraries of python which 

came handy while doing this project. 

 

NumPyxis a Pythonxlibrary usedxfor 

workingxwithxarrays. It also has functionsxfor working in 

domain of linearxalgebra, Fourierxtransform, and matrices. 

NumPy aims to providexan array object that is up to 50x 

faster than traditional Python lists. NumPy arrays 

arexstored at onexcontinuous place in memory unlike lists, 

so processesxcan access and manipulatexthem 

veryxefficiently. 

 

Pandasxis an open-sourcexPythonxpackage that is most 

widely used for data science/data analysis and machine 

learning tasks. It is built on top of another 

packagexnamedxNumpy, which provides support for 

multi-dimensional arrays. 

 

Matplotlib is a collectionxof functions that 

makexmatplotlib work like MATLAB. Each 

pyplotxfunction makes some changexto a figure: e.g., 

creates a figure, creates a plottingxarea inxa figure, plots 

somexlines in plotting area, decorates thexplot with labels, 

etc. 

 

ScikitxLearn (Sklearn) is the mostxuseful and robust 

libraryxfor machinexlearning in Python. It provides a 

selection of efficient tools 

 

forxmachine learningxand statistical modeling including 

classification, regression, clustering, and 

dimensionalityxreduction via a consistence interfacexin 

Python. Thisxlibrary, which isxlargely written in Python, is 

built uponxNumPy, SciPyxandxMatplotlib. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTS 

 

The experiments are performed to show the poisoning 

affect on the machine learning model. In the experiment we 

would see the gradual poisoning in the data from 2 percent 

to 20 percent and change in the accuracy percentage. All 

the necessary details are tabulated below: 

 

A)DATA POISON PERCENTAGE: 

 

The given below table shows data poisned percentage 

which is being used in the experiment: 

Poison  

Label(outcome) flipped with row range 

and 

data(%

)  count. 

0  0 

   

2  650-665(16) 

   

4  500-530(31) 

   

6  300-346(47) 

   

8  100-161(62) 

   

10  100-161,200-214(77) 

   

12  100-161,200-214,50-65(93) 

   

14  100-161,200-214,50-65,400-15(108) 

   

16  100-161,200-214,50-65,400-30(123) 

   

18  

100-161,200-214,50-65,400-30,753-

69(139) 

   

20  

100-161,200-214,50-65,400-30,753-

69,700- 

  15(155) 

 Table1: Details of data poison percentage 

 

B) EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: 

 

Model performance (in %) using different classifiers with 

poisoning: 

 

The data taken for experiment is being poisoned with 

different ratio and the accuracy is being seen gradually 

decreasing as observed in the given below table. 
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Poison Logistic Random Decision SVM 

data regression forest tree  

     

0% 77 81 68 78 

     

2% 76 80 68 78 

     

4% 75 75 68 75 

     

6% 72 74 73 72 

     

8% 70 70 67 70 

     

10% 65 66 59 66 

     

12% 65 66 58 66 

     

14% 64 66 52 64 

     

16% 61 66 58 61 

     

18% 64 64 57 61 

     

20% 62 64 53 59 

     

 

Table2: Details of model performance (in %) 

using different classifiers with poisoning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig15: Performance of different classifiers 

 

Here, 

 

Series1: Logistic regression 

 

Series2:Random forest 

 

Series3: Decision tree 

 

Series4 : SVM 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this experiment we poisoned the data with poisoning 

ratio being minimal with the various classifiers and took 

the observation. In Logistic Regression accuracy is being 

decreased from the point we poisoned the data , but for 

some Instances the accuracy increased too. In Decision 

Tree,Its accuracy is also noted like Logistic Regression 

where we saw accuracy increase in certain case. Unlike 

Logistic Regressin and Decision Tree, SVM and Random 

Forest shows the strict desrease in the accuracy whenever 

the data poisoning percentage is increased . As we work on 

the small percentage of poisoning, the minor changes could 

also be seen with the accuracy as we noticed the increase in 

the accuracy foe certain case which could not be seen with 

large poisoning percentage. So we can conclude that data 

poisining attack affects the Machine Learning Model by 

label flipping the data and impacting the learning of the 

model and hence changing or degrading its accuracy. 

 

FUTURE SCOPE 

 

This experiment has the potential to go further for another 

poisoning attack i.e. clean label attack, gradient descent 

attack etc and it would be interesting to see the observation. 
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